Report from task forces

Revised CDF

Jakob Kalko (Statistics Norway)
Jutta Oertel (Statistics Germany)
Dorothee Blang (Statistics Germany)
Erika Barrera (Bank of Chile)
Marcus Friden (Statistics Sweden)
John Murphy (US Census)
General structure

- 1. Descriptions and characteristics of the industry
- 2. Measurement of output/turnover
- 3. Measurement of SPPI
- 4. Evaluation of measurement
- 5. International progress (sector paper only)
Issues revised in the CDF

- Only a few comments – are incorporated in the new CDF
  - 1. Replacing the term “reselling” with “intermediations in services transactions”.
  - 2. Only one paragraph concerning comparability between output and price data. Is moved to section 4 – “evaluation of measurement”.
  - 3. In section 4 – include a note if SPPI is used by the NA. If not, why?
Next steps

• Any new inputs for suggestion?

• New CDF will distributed to all delegates at the VG 2018 meeting by mail. It will later be published on our web-site.

• **Attention new members:**

CDF is to be followed doing industry papers concerning output or SPPI issues - and for the sector papers (as much as possible).